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Capo Colonna, Crotone. The lighthouse keeper
Salvatore Sestito and his son Francesco 



Capo Colonna, Crotone. The lighthouse keeper Salvatore Sestito
and his son Francesco. He’ s showing a xx century picture in
which his grandfather and father are portrayed.Both of
them have been lighthouse keepers for all their lives



The tower is their home, their life, often their 
world, in which they seclude themselves, in voluntary 
isolation from the rest of the planet. The sea is 
their companion. Sometimes a dog, or a cat. They talk 
to the rain, the wind and the swell. Some drink, some 
drink too much, some are abstemious. Some believe 
in God, some no longer even trust their fellow man. 
Between their hands, they behold the light. A light 
which, even in the era of satellite navigation, still 
warms the heart of those who are at sea. Their job 
is doomed to die, and some have died because of their 
job. They are a bunch of men and women, each unique 
in his or her own way. They are the last Italy’s 
lighthouse keepers.



Capo Colonna, Crotone. The lighthouse keeper Salvatore
Sestitoand his son Francesco are back after a sunset walk



Capo Colonna, Crotone. the lighthouse at dusk
Capo Colonna, Crotone. The lighthouse keeper Salvatore
Sestito checks the old revolving mechanism of the lamp



Santa Maria di Leuca, Lecce. the lighthouse as seen from the Santa Maria di Leuca sanctuary roof



Santa Maria di Leuca, Lecce. The lighthouse keeper Antonio
Maggio on the footbridge, checks the revolving mechanism of the lamp 



Santa Maria di Leuca, Lecce.
The lighthouse keeper Antonio Maggio 
plays with his cat at the base of the
staircase leading up to the lamp room



Santa Maria di Leuca, Lecce. The lighthouse keeper Antonio Maggio 
plays snooker with his son Giuseppe inside their lighthouse apartment



Capo Testa, Santa Teresa di Gallura. the lighthouse after a storm



Capo Testa, Santa Teresa di Gallura. 
The lighthouse keeper Battista Varsi with his dog Ugo



Capo Testa, Santa Teresa di Gallura.
The lighthouse keeper Battista Varsi look out on the

coastline during a storm. The building on the cliffs is an
abandoned military marine station built in the XIX century



Capo Testa, Santa Teresa di Gallura.
The lighthouse keeper Battista Varsi climbs up the
stairsleading to the footbridge outside the lamp room



Capo Testa, Santa Teresa di Gallura.
The lighthouse keeper Battista Varsi

with his cats and dog Ugo



Isola del Giglio, Grosseto.
The lighthouse keeper Luigi Baffigi
inside the lamp room of Punta Capel Rosso
lighthouse goes for a routine bulbs check



Isola del Giglio, Grosseto.
The lighthouse keeper Luigi Baffigi eats some

prickly pears outside the Punta Capel Rosso lighthouse



Isola del Giglio, Grosseto.
The lighthouse keeper Luigi Baffigi’s shadow on the Punta Capel Rosso lighthouse terrace  



Isola del Giglio, Grosseto.
The lighthouse keeper Luigi Baffigi inside

the lamp room of Punta Capel Rosso
lighthouse for a routine bulbs check



Capo Peloro, Messina.
The lighthouse keeper Gaspare Timpanelli
on the footbridge outside the lamp room



Capo Peloro, Messina.
The lighthouse keeper Gaspare Timpanelli with his parrot.
The green light comes from an old lantern



Detail of some lighthouse
registers kept in the port
authorities offices of Messina



Capo Peloro, Messina.
The lighthouse keeper Gaspare Timpanelli make a routine
check on the revolving mechanism which controls the optical group



Capo Peloro, Messina.
The lighthouse keeper Gaspare Timpanelli
in his office. In the foreground an old
lantern used in the lighthouse in the

first half of the XX century
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